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Parallax - Cosmic Distance Ladder - NAAP - UNL Astronomy ...
astro.unl.edu/naap/distance/parallax.html
Stars are very far away â€“ yet some stars are closer than others. Do these closer stars
exhibit parallax? The answer turns out to be yes, but the parallax is very ...

Background 2/6 - Lunar Phases - NAAP - UNL Astronomy â€¦
astro.unl.edu/naap/lps/lunarPage2.html
The fraction of the moon that appears illuminated changes since the moon is orbiting the
earth. The time it takes the moon to complete one orbit around the earth ...

Eclipsing Binary Simulator - Eclipsing Binary Stars - NAAP
astro.unl.edu/naap/ebs/animations/ebs.html
This simulator is part of the Eclipsing Binary Module of the Nebraska Astronomy Applet
Project. Supporting materials and additional astronomy education resources can ...

Spectral Classification - Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram - NAAP
astro.unl.edu/naap/hr/hr_background1.html
The light that moves outward through the sun is what astronomers call a continuous
spectrum since the interior regions of the sun have high density.

Lunar Phase Simulator - University of Nebraskaâ€“Lincoln
astro.unl.edu/naap/lps/naap_lps_sg_05.pdf
Name: NAAP â€“ Lunar Phase Simulator 1/11 Lunar Phase Simulator â€“ Student Guide
Part I: Background Material Answer the following questions after reviewing the ...

Chandra :: Educational Materials :: Plotting Variable ...
chandra.harvard.edu/edu/formal/variable_stars/plot.html
Resources for teachers, parents, students and the public: Classroom activities,
interactive games, printable materials and more resources are available.

Parallax in observing stars | Stellar parallax | Khan Academy
www.khanacademy.org/science/cosmology-and-astronomy/stellar-life...
How do you find and recognise the Northern Star? You look out for the "Great Bear",
imagine a line between the two outer stars of the box-shaped thing, you go about ...

Motions of the Sun - 50Webs
kaffee.50webs.com/Science/activities/Astro/Questions.Sun.Motion...
To fill in the tables in the following problems use the Paths of the Sun Simulator
(http://astro.unl.edu/naap/motion3/animations/sunmotions.html) at NAAP.

Introduction to the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram
www.atnf.csiro.au/outreach/education/senior/astrophysics/stella...
Introduction to the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram section of astrophysics option for NSW
HSC Physics course.

Appearance of the Sky - University of Arizona
ircamera.as.arizona.edu/NatSci102/NatSci102/lectures/skyappearance.htm
Why were ancient people interested in astronomy. Key points: How the phases of the
moon, the seasons, and eclipses work. Ancient man had much darker skies and was ...
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